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Numerical studies of subduction zone dynamics on a regional scale usually use a limited spatial extent for
their models and therefore need to define boundary conditions on all model edges. These boundary conditions
imply a choice for the mechanical and thermal state of the surrounding regions which may influence the
evolution of the model system. We investigate the role of the surface and lateral boundary conditions for
simple mechanical subduction models using a standard finite element method. We find that subduction is
only possible if the slab can decouple from the surface. This decoupling can be achieved by a true free surface,
a free-slip surface with aweak crust for the subducting plate, or a free-slip surface with a layer of low viscosity,
low density material (‘sticky air’) between the model surface and the crust. Models of slab dynamics that
employ a free-slip surface reproduce trench migration, slab sinking velocities and slab geometry of models
with a free surface, as long as they use either a weak crust, which can be viscous, viscoelastic and/or brittle, or
a ‘sticky air’ layer. The vertical topography will however not be reproduced for free-slip models without a
‘sticky air’ layer. For ocean–ocean convergent models we find that the application of inflow boundary
conditions at the edges of the subducting or overriding lithosphere controls trench motion and the geometry
of the subducting slab. Inflow on the overriding side causes trench retreat and a slab resting on the lower
mantle, whereas inflow restricted to the subducting side can cause trench advance and a slab which folds on
the lower mantle.
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1. Introduction

Models can only approximate the complexity of nature and this
therefore necessarily implies that they need to simplify rheologies,
geometries and the dynamic character of the process under study.
Furthermore, models often focus on a limited spatial domain in order to
achieve high resolution for a reasonable calculation time (in the case of
numerical models), or a feasible physical size (in the case of analogue
models). Typical values for numerical and analogue subduction models
range from 2400 to 6000 km in length (e.g., Pysklywec et al., 2000;
Schellart, 2005) and from150 to 3000 km in depth (e.g., Han andGurnis,
1999; Nikolaeva et al., 2008). Such limitations in the size of the model
domain imply that the mechanical and thermal evolution of the area
located outside the model domain needs to be taken into account
through boundary conditions. This implies that a modification of the
boundary conditions changes the assumptions that aremade concerning
the thermal and mechanical state of the region outside the model
domain. This could have an influenceon thedynamics of the system, and
the evolution of subducting slabs in the model in particular. Regional
subduction models need to specify boundary conditions at the surface,
lateral and bottom edges. Below we discuss these in turn, focussing on
numerical studies.

Earth's surface is a so-called free boundary, which is stress free and
allows horizontal and vertical displacements. A free surface is
straightforward to achieve in Lagrangian-type numerical models
(Giunchi and Ricard, 1999; Morra and Regenauer-Lieb, 2006; Hampel
and Pfiffner, 2006), but is computationally more expensive in Eulerian
methods, as it requires a change in the numerical mesh. Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) methods (Fullsack, 1995) have a free
surface, but still at an efficiency price. Models that do not have a free
surface, alternatively use a free-slip condition (i.e., the vertical
component of velocity is equal to zero (vy=0)whereas the horizontal
component of velocity (vx) is calculated) (Piromallo et al., 2006; Arcay
et al., 2007; Stegman et al., 2010), a kinematic condition (vx prescribed
and vy=0) (Han and Gurnis, 1999; Billen and Gurnis, 2001; Čížková
et al., 2002) or a so-called ‘sticky air’ layer (Funiciello et al., 2003a;
Gerya et al., 2004; Gorczyk et al., 2007b; Nikolaeva et al., 2008;
Schmeling et al., 2008). This ‘sticky air’ is a low density, low viscosity
layer between the surface of the model domain and the surface of the
lithosphere. It allows vertical movements of the lithosphere surface.
In models with a free-slip or a kinematic condition directly at the top
of the lithosphere, vertical topography (e.g., a trench and foreland
bulge) cannot develop. A free-slip or kinematic boundary condition by
itself is not enough to enable subduction, as the slab may not be able
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to decouple from the surface of the model domain. We discuss this in
more detail in Section 3.

Kinematic surface boundary conditions (vx prescribed and vy=0)
allow systematic investigation of the role of trench migration on slab
dynamics (e.g., Christensen, 1996; Olbertz et al., 1997; Han and
Gurnis, 1999; Billen and Gurnis, 2001; Čížková et al., 2007). Previous
studies have shown that the ability of the trench to migrate (either
advance or retreat) controls the slab dip angle (Olbertz et al., 1997;
Lallemand et al., 2008; Schellart, 2008). Slow trench rollback allows
the slab to penetrate into the lower mantle, while rapid trench
rollback leads to a slab lying on the 670 km discontinuity. Han and
Gurnis (1999) investigated numerical models of subduction zones in
which the top boundary was implemented either as free-slip, or as
kinematic. The horizontal velocity imposed at the top boundary in
the kinematic models was the average value of the horizontal
velocity obtained at the surface in the free-slip models. The authors
showed that implementing a free-slip or a kinematic top boundary
condition did not affect the dynamics of the subduction system, a
result which was later contradicted by Čížková et al. (2007). In our
study, we focus on free surface and free-slip models and do not
prescribe surface velocities.

Lateral boundary conditions of regional models can be free-slip (e.g.,
Arcay et al., 2007; Čížková et al., 2007; Enns et al., 2005; Faccenna et al.,
2009; Kaus et al., 2010), periodic (i.e., thematerial flowing out(in) of the
model's left lateral boundary flows in(out) the right lateral boundary)
(e.g., Gurnis andHager, 1988;Han andGurnis, 1999; Enns et al., 2005) or
have a specified velocity (e.g., Pysklywec et al., 2000; Warren et al.,
2008). The inflow condition, in particular, determines the geometry of
the subducting slab as we show later (see also Heuret et al., 2007). A
change in the lateral boundary conditions fromreflective (or free-slip) to
periodic has been shown to change slab geometry for whole mantle
subduction models (Gurnis and Hager, 1988; Han and Gurnis, 1999). In
these models the periodic boundary condition is applied to the entire
lateral boundary including the lithosphere, upper and lowermantle. The
choice of lateral boundary conditions is only relevant for regional
subductionmodels, as whole earth models have no lateral edges (e.g., Li
and Zhong, 2009; Deschamps et al., 2010). In the case of 3D models,
conditions on the front and back of the model domain need to be
specified as well. These can be chosen in the same way as 2D lateral
boundary conditions, but free-slip (Yamato et al., 2009; Stegman et al.,
2010) or no slip boundaries (Piromallo et al., 2006) are most commonly
used.

The bottom boundary of subduction models can be open or closed
(Christensen, 1996). Closed boundaries may be free-slip (Arcay et al.,
2007; Čížková et al., 2007; Billen andHirth, 2007; Schmeling et al., 2008;
Kaus et al., 2010) or no-slip (i.e., the horizontal and vertical component
of velocity is zero) (Piromallo et al., 2006; Faccenna et al., 2009).
Christensen (1996) showed that a closed bottom boundary condition, at
2500 km depth, causes subducting slabs to bend and undergo large
deformation in themantle,whereas anopenbottomboundary condition
allows subduction of straight slabs. The 660 km discontinuity is often
used to limit the model domain in numerical (Warren et al., 2008;
Faccenna et al., 2009; Capitanio et al., 2010) and analogue models
(Heuret et al., 2007; Lallemand et al., 2008). Most of our models have a
free-slip boundary at 660 km depth, but we investigate the case of a
limited-slip boundary by including a simple linear viscous lowermantle,
similar to the lowermantle used byKincaid andOlson (1987), Enns et al.
(2005) and Stegman et al. (2010).

In this study, we focus on the roles of the surface, lateral and bottom
mechanical boundary conditions in 2D numerical models of subduction.
We aim to characterise the influence of the surface boundary condition
by examining (1) a free surface (i.e., vx and vy unconstrained), (2) a free-
slip surface (vy constrained and vx unconstrained) and (3) an
approximation of a free surface, by combining a free-slip surface
boundary with a layer of low-viscosity, low density material between
the model surface and the top of the lithosphere (so-called ‘sticky air’).
We perform a parametrical study of the ‘sticky air’ layer to determine
which rheological properties best reproduce a free surface. We quantify
our results by considering the evolution of trench position, trench
migration velocities, slab tip depth, slab tip subduction velocities, and
slab geometry. We use two separate model setups. First, we investigate
the case of gravitational subduction of an oceanic plate without an
overriding plate (i.e., the only forces acting in the model are the body
forces). Second, we extend these models to include an overriding plate
and, in one case, a lower mantle.

2. Modelling method

2.1. Numerical approach

The numerical models are calculated using a standard arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) finite element code developed by Susanne
Buiter and Susan Ellis. The code uses a particle-in-cell scheme to solve
for large-scale deformations. It solves the equations for conservation
of momentum for an incompressible fluid:

− ∂P
∂xi

+
∂σ′ij
∂xj

+ ρgi = 0 ð1Þ

∂vi
∂xi

= 0 ð2Þ

P is dynamic pressure (mean stress), σ′ij the deviatoric stress tensor, v
the velocity vector, ρ density and g gravitational acceleration (gx=0,
gy=9.81 m s–2). The summation convention over repeated indices is
implied. The PARDISO solver is used (Schenk and Gärtner, 2004).

Because our objective is to study the influence of the boundary
conditions on subduction dynamics, we minimise effects of complex
rheologies on the dynamics of the system by keeping our models as
simple as possible. The lithosphere and upper and lowermantle in our
model are all linear viscous:

σ′ij = 2ηε̇′ij ð3Þ

η is the viscosity, ε̇′ij the deviatoric strain rate tensor. Harmonic
viscosity and arithmetic density averaging schemes are used
(Schmeling et al., 2008). We do not solve the thermal evolution of
the system. We use a Q4P1 element that is linear in velocity (4
velocity nodes with 2 degrees-of-freedom each) and has constant
pressure (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000a). The pressure is calculated
using the Uzawa iterative penalty formulation (Cuvelier et al., 1986;
Pelletier et al., 1989; Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000a):

Pt = Pt−1−k
∂vti
∂xi

ð4Þ

k is the bulkmodulus or compressibility factor (approximately 1031 Pa
in our models which is 8 orders of magnitude larger than our
lithosphere viscosity (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000b)) and t indicates
timestep. These equations are solved on the Eulerian grid, while the
material properties (i.e., the rheological values and the densities) and
stress history are stored on the particles.

A free surface is obtained following Fullsack (1995). The Eulerian
grid is adjusted vertically to accommodate surface displacements, as
well as surface processes. Ourmodels have a small amount of diffusive
erosion and sedimentation, with a diffusion coefficient on the order of
10–5 to 10–6 m2s–1 (Culling, 1960). The amount of eroded and
sedimented material is so small that the evolution of the model is not
affected. In numerical subduction models which include a free surface
or other interfaces with large density contrasts, an instability can
occur as a result of numerical overshoot when computing restoring
forces (Kaus, 2008; Kaus et al., 2010). The effect can be illustrated by
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considering relaxation of a sinusoidal perturbation of a viscous
medium (Johnson and Fletcher, 1994, Section 1.4). The relaxation
time (ts) of the perturbation depends on the viscosity of the medium:

ts =
4πη
ρgyL

ð5Þ

where L is the length of the perturbation, and η is the viscosity. If the
numerical timestep, dt, is on the order of or larger than ts, the body and
surface forces computed explicitlywill be out of balancewith the updated
configuration of the free surface. This imbalance is commonly suppressed
by using extremely small timesteps and/or a larger value for mantle
viscosity, but amore robust solution (as detailed in Kaus et al., 2010) is to
add an extra implicit term to the stiffnessmatrixwhich takes into account
the incremental change in normal forces across density interfaces during
each timestep:

ΔFy = Δρ:gy:dt:vy ð6Þ

where ΔFy is the extra vertical force term across the interface; Δρ is the
change indensityacross the interface;gy=−9.81ms–2, dt is the timestep,
and vy is the vertical velocity of the interface. This extra term is applied to
the free surface, and at any other interface with a density contrast. It
allows the use of a timestep at least 1 order of magnitude greater than
would otherwise be possible.

2.2. Model setup

Our first set of models investigates gravitational subduction in
which a slab sinks into the mantle under its own weight (i.e., by the
Surface b
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Fig. 1. A) Gravitational subduction model setup. Lateral and bottom boundary conditions
subducting lithosphere is either held fixed at its lateral edge or it can be decoupled (dashed
The bottom boundary condition is free-slip and can include a linear viscous lower mantle of v
surface boundary condition is either (1) free surface, (2) free-slip or (3) reproducing a free
density contrast between the subducting lithosphere and the mantle)
(Fig. 1A). In this case no overriding plate is implemented in themodel.
This type of model setup shows the zero order behaviour of the
subducting slab itself (Goes et al., 2008) and has, for this reason, been
widely studied using both analogue (e.g., Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995;
Faccenna et al., 2001; Funiciello et al., 2003b; Schellart, 2005) and
numerical methods (e.g., Piromallo et al., 2006; Capitanio et al., 2007;
Schmeling et al., 2008). The simple boundary conditions and model
setup enable a good understanding of the effects of changes in model
parameters on the system dynamics.

The model domain (Fig. 1A) is 3000 km wide and 660 km deep.
We have chosen the model width on the basis of a series of tests that
showed that model differences were negligible for widths larger than
3000 km.We investigate the depth of the domain in our second series
of models. The subducting slab is composed of a one or two-layer
100 km thick, old viscous slab that subducts in a linear viscous upper
mantle. The viscosity contrast between our lithosphere and mantle is
three orders of magnitude. It has been shown that the viscosity
contrast is a control on the style of subduction, from advancing for
strong slabs to retreating for weaker slabs (Di Giuseppe et al., 2008;
Faccenna et al., 2009; Schellart, 2009). We keep our rheological
parameters constant throughout our study in order to focus on the
role of the boundary conditions. Our values for the viscosity and
density contrast between the slab and the mantle are within the
ranges of published simple, linear viscous, models of subduction (e.g.,
(Pysklywec et al., 2000; Enns et al., 2005; Schmeling et al., 2008; Kaus
et al., 2010)). The viscosity of the weak crust (1020 Pa s) is an effective
viscosity calculated using the von Mises yield criterion (using a
cohesion of 2 MPa) and a constant strain rate (10–14 s–1). The lateral
and bottom boundary conditions are free-slip (i.e., the boundary's
oundary condition
Fixed or free lateral boundary
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Linear viscous η=10  Pa.s
Density ρ=3250 kg.m

Vx 0
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0 km Oceanic lithosphere:
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Density ρ=1 kg.m

are free-slip. The surface boundary condition is either free surface or free-slip. The
box is filled with mantle material in the latter case). B) Ocean–ocean type model setup.
ariable thickness. The lateral boundary conditions include material in- and outflow. The
surface using a free-slip model surface and a ‘sticky air’ layer.



Table 1
List of gravitational subduction models.

Model Resolution Surface
BCa

Oceanic
crust

Figure

Min/max
horizontal

Min/max
vertical

(km/el) (km/el)

1-1 Constant 10 Constant 10 Free-slip n Fig. 2A
1-2 Constant 10 Constant 10 Free surface n Fig. 2B
1-3 Constant 10 Constant 10 Free-slip y Figs. 2C and 3
1-4 5/10 5/10 Free-slip y Fig. 3
1-5 2/10 2/10 Free-slip y Fig. 3
1-6 Constant 10 Constant 10 Free surface y Figs. 2D and 3
1-7 5/10 5/10 Free surface y Figs. 3 and 4A
1-8 2/10 2/10 Free surface y Fig. 3
1-9b-free 5/10 5/10 Free surface y Fig. 4B

a The free surface models have a small amount of diffusive erosion and
sedimentation with a diffusion coefficient of 10–5m2 s-1.

b The subducting lithosphere and crust are detached from the right lateral boundary.
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perpendicular velocity component is zero and the parallel component
is unconstrained). In one case, the subducting lithosphere is
decoupled from its right lateral boundary, the so-called ‘free slab’
(Kincaid and Olson, 1987).We keep the length of the slabwhich lies at
the surface at 1400 km by using a tracer injection scheme that
converts mantle material into ‘new’ slab at x=2900 km. This can be
seen as a simplified ridge. To avoid spontaneous subduction at the
right extremity of the subducting slab no oceanic crust is injected,
coupling the slab trailing edge to the surface boundary. The surface
boundary condition of the gravitational subductionmodels (Fig. 1A) is
either free surface or free-slip. To bypass the subduction initiation
phase, which is still not fully understood (Branlund et al., 2001;
Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2001), we start our models with a pre-existing
subducted portion of the lithosphere (following e.g., Heuret et al.,
2007; Schellart, 2005). The Eulerian mesh of our models is either
uniform or has an increased resolution around the slab. In the variable
Eulerian mesh, the minimum element size ranges from 2×2 km
(horizontal×vertical) at the trench to 10×20 km near the model
domain boundaries. As a result, the total number of elements in the
model domain ranges from approximately 300 to 450 horizontally
and from 76 to 200 vertically (Tables 1 and 2).
Table 2
List of ocean-ocean convergent models.

Boundary conditionsResolutionModel

2-1 3/20 3/10 Free-slip –
2-2 3/20 3/10 Free-slip –
2-3 3/20

3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20

3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20
3/20

3/10

3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10

3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10
3/10

3/20 3/10

Free-slip –

–

–
–

‘S
ti

ck
y

ai
r’

2-4 Free surface
Free surface
Free surface
Free surface
Free surface
Free surface
Free surface
Free surface

2-5
2-6
2-7 100
2-8 200

400
500

1000

2-9
2-10
2-11

2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
2-17
2-18
2-19
2-20
2-21

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Min/max horizontal
(km/el)

Min/max vertical
(km/el)

Surface Lowe
thick

16 km/5e17 Pa s
16 km/1e18 Pa s
16 km/5e18 Pa s

16 km/1e18 Pa s
16 km/5e18 Pa s

16 km/1e19 Pa s
16 km/5e19 Pa s

16 km/1e19 Pa s
16 km/5e19 Pa s

16 km/5e17 Pa s
Our second set of models is based on the previous gravitational
subduction models extended to include an overriding oceanic plate
(Fig. 1B) which has the same properties as the subducting lithosphere,
but without an oceanic crust. The bottom boundary condition is free-
slip. For one of ourmodels, we investigate the effect of a lowermantle of
variable thickness (ranging from 100 km to 1000 km thick) (similar to,
for example, Enns et al. (2005) and Stegman et al. (2010). The transition
between the upper and the lower mantle is defined by a viscosity
contrast of 100 (Tosi et al., 2005; Stegman et al., 2010). The surface
boundary condition is either (1) free-slip, (2) a free surface or (3) a free-
slip model domain surface underlain by a low-density, low-viscosity
material (‘sticky air’) (Gerya et al., 2004; Gerya andYuen, 2007; Gorczyk
et al., 2007a; Schmeling et al., 2008). We aim to determine the
rheological and mechanical parameters of the ‘sticky air’ layer (i.e.,
viscosity and thickness) that best reproduce a free surface. Subduction is
enabled by the imposed convergence rate, the density contrast between
the oceanic lithosphere and the mantle, and the low viscosity crustal
layer of the subducting slab that serves as a decoupling layer that
localises deformation at the plate boundary (Fig. 1B). We use a
convergence rate of 5 cm yr–1 which is achieved by assigning
contractional velocities at the vertical side boundaries of the subducting
and overriding lithospheres. The inflow of material into the Eulerian
domain is balanced by mantle outflow. The transition from in- to
outflow on the lateral boundary, occurs over 10 km (5 elements). This
‘velocity gradient region’ suppresses mantle deformation and high
strain rates, which would otherwise be caused by the velocity contrast.
The application of inflow on the overriding or subducting lithosphere
edge and the relativemagnitudes of the in- and outflow velocities could
influence subduction dynamics (Heuret et al., 2007). Using the model
setup of Fig. 1B, we therefore test the effects of variations in the lateral
boundary conditions on the evolution of the slab in the mantle. To
enablecomparison among the ocean-ocean subduction models, the
convergence rate remains fixed at 5 cm yr–1.

We quantify our results by (1) slab geometry, (2) slab tip depth
and trench position and (3) trench migration velocities and the
vertical component of the slab tip velocity. We define in this study the
trench location as the last particle of mantle, for gravitational
subduction models, or of overriding plate material, for ocean–ocean
models, observed at the surface of the model when looking from left
(mantle surface) to right (slab). Similarly, slab tip is defined as the
Erosion Diff.
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of four gravitational subduction models, with the slab held fixed at its right hand side, taken when the slab tip reaches a depth of 600 km. The central part of the
total model width of 3000 km is shown. The black arrows at the surface of the model domain represent the initial position of the trench. A) A one layer lithosphere with a free-slip
surface; B) a one layer lithosphere with a free surface; C) a two layer lithosphere with a free-slip surface and D) a two layer lithosphere with a free surface. The two layer models (C
and D) differ from the one layer models (A and B) by inclusion of a weak crust. The time required to reach a depth of 600 km is indicated at the lower right of each frame. The one-
layer lithosphere with a free-slip surface (A) subducts substantially slower than the other models. The model setup is shown in Fig. 1A.
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lowermost particle of lithospheric material of the subducting plate in
the model domain. A list of the gravitational subduction and ocean–
oceanmodels withmesh resolutions and surface and lateral boundary
conditions is given in Tables 1 and 2.

3. The influence of the surface boundary in gravitational
subduction models

Subduction of a slab into the mantle is only possible when the
slab can decouple from the surface. This is unproblematic for
free surface models, but not entirely straightforward for free-slip
models. We show this in Fig. 2. The oceanic lithosphere in these
models has a 1023 Pa s viscosity and its crust has either the same
properties (Fig. 2A, B), resulting in a one-layer slab, or a lower value of
1020 Pa s (Fig. 2C, D).

If the surface boundary condition is free-slip, a one-layer slab
cannot decouple from the surface (Fig. 2A). The horizontal segment of
the oceanic lithosphere thickens to accommodate a slow retreat of the
trench while the pre-existing subducted part of the oceanic
lithosphere drips in the manner of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 56
Myr are needed for the lowermost point of this lithosphere to reach a
depth of 600 km. Only with a free surface boundary condition can the
strong, one-layer lithosphere decouple from the surface and subduct
(Fig. 2B), something which was also recently shown by (Kaus et al.,
2010). Alternatively, decoupling in free-slip models can be achieved
by adding a weak layer at the surface. Fig. 2C shows that such a weak
crust allows the slab to decouple from the surface and subduct. In the
models of Fig. 2, the right lateral edge of the slab is held fixed and
subduction can only occur by trench retreat. Differences in the dip
angle can be observed between Fig. 2B (69° dip angle), C (52° dip
angle) and D (42° dip angle). These differences in dip angle can be
explained by the capability of the trench to retreat: a slow retreat
allows the slab to align with the direction of the gravitational pull
(Fig. 2B), while faster retreat leads to shallower dip (Fig. 2C and D).
The ability for the trench to retreat in the gravitational subduction
models depends on the effective viscosity at the trench and at the
surface of the subducting lithosphere. In Fig. 2C and D, the weak
crustal layer allows faster retreat and therefore faster subduction. In
our models we use a harmonic averaging of viscosity from particles to
elements. The harmonic average results in low viscosities (Schmeling
et al., 2008) at the trench. Changing the viscosity averaging scheme
lead to slightly higher viscosities of the trench, reducing subduction
velocities and increasing slab dip.

The differences observed in slab tip depth (Fig. 3A), vertical
component of the slab tip velocity (Fig. 3B), trench position (Fig. 3C),
trench retreat velocities (Fig. 3D) anddip angle (Fig. 2C andD), between
two-layer lithosphere models with either a free surface or a free-slip
surface are small. The presence of a weak crust therefore seems to
reproduce the effects of a free surface in gravitational subduction
models to first order. A difference that remains is in the topography of
the surface. Free surface models can form a “trench” at the mantle-slab
contact and a foreland bulge ocean-ward (Fig. 2B and D). These
structures cannot form in free-slip models.

When true subduction occurs (Fig. 2B, C and D) the models show a
3-step evolution through time (Figs. 3 and 4A). The first phase is
subduction start-up, which is characterised by a rapid increase of
trench migration and slab tip subduction velocities and lasts
approximately 2 Myr. The second phase is stable subduction, lasting
approximately 3 Myr depending on the surface boundary condition
and the grid resolution used. It is characterised by a near constant
sinking velocity of the slab tip associated with a constant trench
retreat. During this phase there is no interaction of the slab with the
lower mantle. The third phase occurs when the slab reaches the
bottom of the model domain. During this phase the slab tip
subduction velocities decrease rapidly while the trench retreat
velocities decrease slowly. The slab tip interacts with the lateral
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flow induced at the bottom boundary and the subducted lithosphere
starts to thin once the horizontal velocity of the slab tip exceeds the
trench retreat velocity.

The surface boundary condition in these models exerts a second-
order influence on the system. The change from a free-slip to a free
surface increases the vertical velocity of the slab tip (Fig. 3B), and the
trench migration velocities (Fig. 3D). The slab tip depths are only
slightly different (Fig. 3A). In addition, we find that the rate of
dissipation of energy and the gravitational rate of work are almost
equal, implying that the topography of the free surface model is not
controlling these quantities (values not shown). Schmeling et al.
(2008) showed that the mesh resolution at the trench influences
subduction velocities. Our models confirm their findings that the
higher the mesh resolution, the higher the slab tip and trench
velocities (Fig. 3B and D). The time needed for the trench to migrate
500 km horizontally reaching a distance of 2000 km is reduced as the
mesh resolution is increased (Fig. 3C). Capitanio et al. (2007)
showed that in gravitational subduction models, slab sinking
velocities tend towards the Stokes sinker velocity. These values are
reached in the later stages of subduction, once the slab rests upon the
bottom of the model domain. We focus on the stages of subduction
before the interaction of the slab tip with the lower boundary.
However we do find that the maximum sinking velocities in our
gravitational subduction models do not exceed the expected Stokes
sinker velocity.

In the above models, the slab right edge was ‘held’ fixed. This
promotes a trench retreat mode because the horizontal displacement
of the part of the slab that is still at the surface is inhibited. Decoupling
the right edge of the slab (e.g., Kincaid and Olson, 1987; Enns et al.,
2005; Faccenna et al., 2009; Stegman et al., 2010) (Fig. 4) gives more
freedom to the model. A free edge allows less retreat (Fig. 4B)
accompanied by folding of the slab on the 660 km discontinuity. Such
models could even show trench advance, as in the studies of Enns
et al. (2005) and Di Giuseppe et al. (2008).

4. Ocean–ocean subduction models

4.1. The influence of the lateral boundary conditions

In our second series of models, we introduce an oceanic overriding
plate. The presence of an overriding plate can influence trench
migration and the evolution of the subducting slab in several ways.
First, the properties of the interface between the subducting and
overriding plate (subduction fault or subduction channel) need to be
weak enough so that subduction can occur (Hampel and Pfiffner,
2006). Second, motion of the overriding plate (owing to movements
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of surrounding plates for example) can force trench migration
(Heuret et al., 2007; Schellart, 2008; Capitanio et al., 2010). And
third, trench migration with a stationary overriding plate can only
occur if the overriding plate can deform (Heuret et al., 2007; Schellart,
2008). Using the model setup of Fig. 1B, we first study the influence of
the lateral boundary conditions on subduction dynamics bymodifying
the location and the magnitude of the material in- and outflow
velocities. We keep the convergence rate fixed at 5 cm yr–1.

The in- and outflow velocity fluxes are balanced and the outflow
velocities are therefore an order of magnitude lower than the inflow
velocities. Because of the low magnitude for the outflow velocity, the
influence of implementing outflow symmetrically, only left or only
right is small. We find that the slab geometry and evolution are not
modified for variations of outflow location between the left and
right model edges. However, the dynamics of the subduction system
is sensitive to changes in the velocity inflow from the left edge of
the model domain to the right edge (Figs. 5 and 6). A convergent
velocity imposed on the overriding plate (i.e., a portion of the inflow
is implemented on the left hand side of the model domain) causes
trench retreat and a slab which finally rests on the lower mantle
(Fig. 5A and B). If the overriding plate is fixed at its side boundary
(and inflow is applied at the subducting right edge), the model will
evolve through trench advance, the slab folding on the lower mantle
(Fig. 5C).

The ocean–ocean models also follow a 3 step evolution. During the
initial phase, lasting approximately 3 Myr. the slab subducts at a
velocity of approximately 4 cm yr–1 (Fig. 6B). The second phase is
characterised by a vertical velocity of the slab tip between 5 and
6 cm yr–1 (Fig. 6B). During this phase the slab subducts freely and the
maximum trench retreat velocity is observed (Fig. 6D). The beginning
of the third phase is characterised by a rapid decrease in the slab tip
and trench velocities (Fig. 6B and D). Once the slab lies on the 660 km
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discontinuity, the so-called stable subduction phase occurs (Funiciello
et al., 2003b; Capitanio et al., 2009; Schellart, 2009; Faccenna et al.,
2009). During this phase, the subducting lithosphere can: either rest
on the upper mantle (Fig. 5A), resulting in a rapid retreat of the trench
(Fig. 6C and D); or fold on the lower mantle (Fig. 5C, resulting in a
fixed trench ((Fig. 6C and D)).
4.2. The influence of the bottom boundary condition

In the case of symmetric in- and outflow lateral boundary
conditions, the angle of the subducting slab when it interacts with
the bottom boundary is such that we expect it to penetrate the lower
mantle (Fig. 5B). However, the free-slip bottom boundary prevents
this. In order to investigate the influence of the bottom boundary, we
add a lower mantle to the ocean–ocean subduction model setup with
symmetric lateral boundary conditions. The lower mantle is kept
simple, as the rest of the model, with a linear viscous rheology (η(lower

mantle)=100×η(upper mantle)). When a lower mantle is present, the slab
tip penetrates into the lower mantle indenting the upper-lower mantle
boundary (Fig. 7A). This results in a higher dip angle of the slab. The
vertical component of the slab tip velocity decreases gradually once the
slab reaches the 660 km discontinuity, the decrease being slower for a
thicker lower mantle (Fig. 8B). The trench retreat velocity reaches a
value between 2 and 2.5 cm yr–1 if the thickness of the lower mantle is
less than 500 km (Fig. 8D). For a thickness exceeding 500 km the trench
retreat velocity decreases gradually.

The 660 km discontinuity in these models is greatly simplified and
does not include phase transitions. We have used it as a first order
approximation to soften the impact of the impenetrable 660 km
discontinuity. Previous models have included a linear viscous lower
mantle with thicknesses ranging from 400 km (Stegman et al., 2010)
to 1000 km (Enns et al., 2005). We find that with a thickness of the
lower mantle of more than 400 km the slab tip depth and trench
position curves converge (Fig. 8A and C).
4.3. The influence of the surface boundary

We have shown that a free surface enables subduction in
gravitational subduction models with a one-layer slab (Figs. 2A
and B and 3) and slightly increases the trench migration and the
vertical slab tip subduction velocities of gravitational subduction
models with a two-layer slab in comparison with free-slip models
(Figs. 2C and D and 3). We find similar effects for the ocean–ocean
models (Fig. 6), but the effects are very minor. This is because the
weak crustal layer decouple the subducting lithosphere from the
surface boundary condition (this is discussed later on in more detail).

An alternative approach to obtain free surface behaviour in models
with a vertically fixed upper boundary is to use a ‘sticky air’ layer (e.g.,
Funiciello et al., 2003a; Gerya et al., 2004; Gerya and Stockhert, 2006;
Gorczyk et al., 2006; Nikolaeva et al., 2008). This approach has the
advantage over free-slip models that vertical displacements of the
surface of the lithosphere are now possible (similar to free surface
models). We keep the density of our ‘sticky air’ layer fixed at 1 kg m–3

and vary its viscosity and thickness (Table 2) in an attempt to
reproduce the dynamics of the free surface in ocean–ocean conver-
gence models with symmetric in- and outflow. The ‘sticky air’models
have large contrasts in density and viscosity between the crust and
the overlying ‘air’ layer. As a result, velocities in the ‘air’ layer tend to
be orders of magnitude higher than in the rest of the model domain.
We track the crust-air interface using a connected string of points,
which follows the top surface of the lithosphere (and is therefore not
disturbed by the ‘air’ velocities). Small instabilities in topography do
remain and can be seen as small wave length perturbations (Fig. 9).

A small amount of diffusive erosion is applied to the string surface,
similar to the free surface models. Adding a ‘sticky air’ layer between
the surface of the lithosphere and the top free-slip boundary
reproduces the topography observed in the free surface models to a
large degree (Fig. 9). It enables the formation of a foreland bulge and a
trench with similar wavelength as in the free surface models. The
presence of the ‘air’ layer also reproduces the slab geometry of a free
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surface model (Fig. 10) and the slab tip depth evolution (Fig. 11C, and
F). We observe that trench depth (Figs. 9 and 11A, D) and the foreland
bulge height (Figs. 9 and 11B, E) in the ‘sticky air’ models are
somewhat overestimated in comparison to the free surface models.
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(i.e., the trench scale), the evolution of trench depth and foreland bulge
height converges once the viscosity difference between the ‘sticky air’
layer and the crust is of at least 2 orders of magnitude. We find that the
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determined by the maximum topography in the model, as it should
allow a foreland bulge to develop which still has ‘air’ above it.

5. Discussion

5.1. The role of the surface boundary

Kaus et al. (2010) recently showed that the nature of the surface
boundary has a significant effect on subduction dynamics and that
only free surface numerical model results are consistent with
laboratory experiments. Our models confirm the importance of the
free surface boundary condition. Gravitational subduction of a strong
one-layer oceanic lithosphere is only possible if the slab can decouple
from the surface boundary (Fig. 2). This condition is not automatically
fulfilled for a free-slip top surface. A free-slip surface boundary
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Fig. 11. Quantification of results from ocean–ocean type models including a ‘sticky air’ layer.
depth as a function of time using symmetrical in- and outflow lateral boundary conditions. T
with variable viscosities. The top three panels (A, B and C) are for models with a 16 km thick
layer.
condition only allows surface particles to move along the x-axis
(Fig. 12). This implies that trench migration is only possible by
extending or contracting the part of the plate that is at the surface. The
pre-existing subducted part of the slab in this model drips in the
manner of a Rayleigh–Taylor instability (Fig. 2A) (Kaus et al., 2010).

Decoupling the subducting lithosphere from the surface boundary
can be achieved by different methods: (1) Adding an effectively
‘weak’ crust, with a viscous or plastic rheology, to the subducting
lithosphere (Billen and Hirth, 2007; Čížková et al., 2007; Di Giuseppe
et al., 2008; Enns et al., 2005; Faccenna et al., 2009; Capitanio et al.,
2010; Stegman et al., 2010); (2) adding a ‘sticky air’ layer above the
lithosphere (Gerya et al., 2004; Gorczyk et al., 2007b; Nikolaeva et al.,
2008; Schmeling et al., 2008); or (3) implementing a true free surface
(Fullsack, 1995; Gurnis et al., 1996; Kaus et al., 2010). A true free
surface boundary condition enables vertical displacements and allows
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the surface particles to migrate along both x- and y-axes. This vertical
motion of particles allows the oceanic lithosphere to decouple from
the surface boundary (Fig. 12). We have shown that a weak crust or a
‘sticky air’ layer reproduces the effects of a free surface to first order.
The particles at the surface of the model domain are still only allowed
to migrate along the x-axis, but the particles at the interface of the
weak layer and the surface of the strong subducting lithosphere can
move horizontally and vertically. However, a weak crust with a free-
slip surface boundary condition will not reproduce vertical surface
displacements and the associated changes in topography. For this
reason, an effective topography is often calculated for free-slip surface
models, using the vertical component of the stress tensor (σyy/ρg):
the dynamic topography (e.g., Hager and Clayton, 1989; Gurnis et al.,
1996). We have not shown dynamic topography results for our
models, as the weak oceanic crust and its large viscosity contrast with
the overriding plate lead to very low σyy over the overriding plate and
high σyy over the subducting plate, translating into unrealisitic
topography differences. Models with a ‘sticky air’ layer reproduce
the topography of free surface models to a large degree (Fig. 9).

Numerousmodels of subduction zonedynamics use a free-slip surface
boundary condition (e.g., Billen and Gurnis, 2001; Čížková et al., 2002;
Enns et al., 2005; Gerya and Stockhert, 2006; Gorczyk et al., 2006;
Piromallo et al., 2006; Arcay et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2008;Nikolaeva et al.,
2008). Thesemodels successfully simulate subduction because they use a
weak layer at the surface, either in the form of a ‘sticky air’ layer
(Funiciello et al., 2003a; Gerya et al., 2004; Gerya and Stockhert, 2006;
Gorczyk et al., 2006; Nikolaeva et al., 2008), a weak (brittle or viscous)
crustal layer (Clark et al., 2008; Yamato et al., 2009; Stegman et al., 2010),
or a brittle-viscous slab (Enns et al., 2005; Billen and Hirth, 2007;
Faccenna et al., 2009). Depth-dependent brittle behaviour or a vonMises
crust leads to material with a low effective viscosity near the slab surface
and at the trench, owing to the high strain rates and stresses at the
overriding/subducting platecontact (e.g. Funiciello et al., 2003a; Gorczyk
et al., 2006; Stegman et al., 2010). When using a ‘sticky air’ layer to
reproduce the effects of a free surface, it is important to examine the
geometrical (i.e., thickness) and rheological (i.e., viscosity) parameters of
this layer. We have shown that small differences in these parameters do
not have a large influence on the large-scale dynamics of the system
(Fig. 11C and F), but do influence the dynamics of the systemat a regional
scale (Fig. 11A, B D and E). As a result, a badly defined ‘sticky air’ layer
could have a larger influence than simply using a free-slip surface
boundarywithaweakupper crust.However, ourmodelshave shownthat
a viscosity contrast of at least 2 orders of magnitude is sufficient between
‘air’ and crust to reproduce the topography of a free surface model with a
minimum thickness of the ‘sticky air’ layer of 16 km.

5.2. The role of the lateral and bottom boundary conditions

Our models are representative of a class of models that are driven
by internal density differences in combination with lateral velocity
boundary conditions. We use relatively strong subducting and
overriding lithospheres (Fig. 1). The inflow velocities that are applied
along the lateral boundaries of themodel domain are then propagated
through the strong lithospheres and localise deformation at the
contact between the overriding and subducting plates (i.e., the
trench). Therefore, we can assume that the material inflow can be
associated with subducting and/or overriding plate motions.

Previous numerical, analogue and analytical studies of simplified
subduction zones, in which subduction is driven by internal density
differences in combination with lateral velocity boundary conditions,
have shown three different styles of subduction related to the trench
motion: advance, retreat or stationary. These subduction styles have
been reproduced for models that include an overriding plate (Heuret
et al., 2007; Lallemandet al., 2008; Schellart, 2008; Capitanio et al., 2010;
Stegman et al., 2010) or not (Funiciello et al., 2008; Faccenna et al., 2009;
Stegman et al., 2010). An advancing trenchmay cause the slab to fold on
the bottom of the model domain (Heuret et al., 2007; Faccenna et al.,
2009) or on the 660 km discontinuity (Stegman et al., 2010), whereas a
retreating slabmay cause the slab to rest upon the bottom of themodel
domain (Heuret et al., 2007; Faccenna et al., 2009; Capitanio et al., 2010)
or the upper-lower mantle boundary (Stegman et al., 2010). A
stationary trench can allow the slab to penetrate the lower mantle, if
present (Christensen, 1996; Stegman et al., 2010).

We find similar subduction styles for our models. The gravitational
model setup (i.e., no overriding plate) illustrates the influence of the
boundary condition at the trailing edge of the slab. When the trailing
edgeof the slab is heldfixed, thehorizontalmovementof theflatportion
of the slab is inhibited and the model evolves through trench retreat
(Fig. 4A). A ‘free’ slab allows the flat portion of the slab to migrate
towards the trench and as a result the slab tip folds on the bottom
boundary (Fig. 4B). Enns et al. (2005) showed similar results. Our
ocean–ocean models show that the trench motion (e.g., fixed or
retreating) is controlled by the overriding plate motion, or in other
words, by applying an inflow on the edges of the subducting or
overriding lithosphere (Figs. 5 and 6C and D). If an inflow velocity is
applied along the left lateral edge of the overriding plate (i.e., the
overriding plate motion is towards the trench), the trench will retreat,
causing the slab to lie on the bottomof themodel domain (Fig. 5A). If the
overriding plate is stationary (i.e., no material inflow implemented on
the left lateral boundary), the trench is also stationary, causing the slab
to fold onto the bottom of themodel domain (Fig. 5C). These results are
in agreement with those of the analogue study of Heuret et al. (2007)
and the numerical study of Capitanio et al. (2010). However, the high
viscosity of the overriding plate in our models and those of Heuret et al.
(2007) inhibits internal deformation. The deformability of the overrid-
ing plate can influence trench dynamics, as aweak stationary overriding
plate may deform to enable trench retreat or advance (Schellart, 2008).

In addition to the control exerted by trench motion, the bottom
boundary condition, or the capability of the subducting slab to
penetrate the lower mantle, also controls slab geometry. Christensen
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(1996) demonstrated that a stationary trench facilitates the penetra-
tion of the slab into the lower mantle. If the subducting slab is vertical
when it interacts with the bottom boundary condition (i.e., when the
trench is stationary or, in our models, the material inflow is
symmetric), a free-slip bottom boundary represents an impenetrable
barrier to the slab, forcing it to bend and later rest upon the bottom
boundary (Fig. 5B). This behaviour is often visible in studies that have
a free-slip or a no-slip bottom boundary at 660 km depth (e.g.,
Funiciello et al., 2003a, 2008; Faccenna et al., 2009; Capitanio et al.,
2010). Adding a lower mantle allows the slab to continue vertically,
penetrating the lower mantle (Figs. 7 and 8). However, if the style of
subduction is such that the slab would ‘rest’ upon or fold on 660km
discontinuity, the presence of the lowermantle does not influence the
large scale dynamics of the system, as shown by Stegman et al. (2010).

Our ocean–ocean convergence models show that the dynamics of
our subduction system depends on where kinematic inflow is
prescribed. The choice of applying an overriding plate motion and/or a
subducting plate motion through lateral boundary conditions, in
combination with the deformability of the overriding plate, determines
the type of subduction setting that is being investigated (Fig. 5). The
observed variations in the dynamics are such that effects of changes in
the surface boundary are overprinted as long as aweak layer is included
at the surface of the subducting plate (Fig. 6). A modification in the
surface boundary will not change the study setting whereas a change in
the lateral boundary conditions will (Lallemand et al., 2008).

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the influence of surface, bottom and lateral
boundary conditions on the evolution of two widely used model
setups: gravitational subductionmodels and ocean–ocean convergent
models. The surface boundary condition in subduction models should
allow the subducting slab to vertically decouple from its surface. We
show that this can be achieved in the following manners:

1. A true free surface.
2. A free-slip surface in combination with a weak crust for the

subducting plate. This crust can be viscous, plastic or viscoelasto-
plastic, as long as the contrast in strength with the lithosphere is
about 2 orders of magnitude.

3. A free-slip model surface underlain by a layer of low viscosity, low
density material. We find that a thickness at least 16 km, and a
viscosity contrast of at least 2 orders of magnitude with the oceanic
crust, best reproduce a free surface.

Our ocean–ocean convergentmodels show that trenchmotion and
slab geometry are controlled by the motion of the overriding plate. A
velocity inflow applied at the edge of the overriding lithosphere leads
to trench retreat and a slab that rests on the lower mantle, whereas a
stationary overriding plate may lead to a slab that folds on the lower
mantle. Prolonged vertical subduction of the slab is only possible if a
lower mantle is present beneath the 660 km discontinuity. For these
types of models, the dynamics of the subduction system are controlled
by the lateral kinematic boundary conditions. As a result, the choice of
the lateral boundary conditions determines the type of subduction
setting that is being investigated.
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